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1500 Drones Are Ready To Fly
IBM Developer Drone Challenge
Challenge runs from November 12 through December 16 and those  18 years of 
age or older residing in the US and Canada are eligible to enter

Enter at https://developer.ibm.com/contest

Once per week during the 5 weeks of the contest a random drawing

Will be held to determine the winners 

(watch for the drawing on Twitch)

Winners will receive a DJI Tello programmable drone, 

an IBM Developer T-shirt, and an IBM Developer laptop sticker

Winners will also receive a special code to unlock more challenges and given 
the opportunity to contribute back to the challenge

#IBMDroneDrop



IBM Cloud
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IBM Code Patterns
https://developer.ibm.com/patterns/
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Classify vehicle damage images
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1. The user captures an image with the mobile application.
2. The user sends the image on the mobile phone to the server application running in the cloud.
3. The server sends the image to Watson Visual Recognition service for analysis.
4. Watson Visual Recognition service classifies the image and returns the information to the server.



Chatbot - Anger detection, NLU, and removal of explicit images
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1. The user interacts with the Slack app and either sends a text or uploads an image.
2. A bot passes the text or image used in Slack to an IBM Cloud Functions API. 
3. Watson Visual Recognition categorizes the uploaded image using the default and explicit classifiers.
4. Watson Natural Language Processing categorizes the text if text is sent as part of the Slack communication.
5. IBM Cloud Functions receives the response, and if the text is not polite, the bot sends a message to the 
Slack user to be more polite using the Slack post message API. If an image that is considered explicit is used, 
the image is deleted by IBM Cloud Functions using the Slack files delete API.

https://api.slack.com/methods/chat.postMessage
https://api.slack.com/methods/files.delete


Watson Studio
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Classifiers/Models
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A set of built-in models provides highly accurate results without training:

•General model: Default classification from thousands of classes.

•Face model: Facial analysis with age and gender.

•Explicit model (Beta): Whether an image is inappropriate for general use.

•Food model (Beta): Specifically for images of food items.

•Text model (Private beta): Text extraction from natural scene images.

Requires training:

•Custom model: Train a custom classifier by providing positive and negative images.

https://console.bluemix.net/docs/services/visual-recognition/customizing.html
https://console.bluemix.net/docs/services/visual-recognition/getting-started.html


General Model
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•Animals (including birds, reptiles, amphibians, etc.)

•Person and people-oriented information and activities

•Food (including cooked food and beverages)

•Plants (including trees, shrubs, aquatic plants, vegetables)

•Sports

•Nature (including many types of natural formations, geological structures)

•Transportation (land, water, air)

•And many more, including furnishings, fruits, musical instruments, tools, colors, gadgets, devices, 
instruments, weapons, buildings, structures and man-made objects, clothing and garments, and flowers, 
among others.



General Model Example
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Face Detect
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Photo by Tom Kelly / CC BY

https://flic.kr/p/ooD4uJ
https://www.flickr.com/photos/tkellyphoto/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/


Face Detect
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Photo by Alan Kotok / CC BY

classify detect_faces

https://flic.kr/p/ooD4uJ
https://www.flickr.com/photos/runneralan/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


Food
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classifier_ids=“” classifier_ids=food

Photo by Lola Williams / CC BY

https://flic.kr/p/21Nf2XJ
https://www.flickr.com/photos/161321817@N06/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/


Custom Models
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Initial Training Update Training



Watson API Explorer
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DEMO

ulidder@us.ibm.com

twitter.com/lidderupk

github.com/lidderupk



Custom Models - Tips and Tricks
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•Provide training examples that are similar to what you plan to analyze. 

•Example: training with tiger in a zoo and then using the model to classify tiger in the wild. The 
background, surroundings matter, angle, lighting, distance, size of subject, etc matter.

•If the quality and content of training data is the same, then classifiers/classes that are trained on more 
images will do better.

•Time vs accuracy - the benefits of more images plateaus around 5000 images.

•Parallelize by groups of images. You can train a class asynchronously.

•Recommend 150-200 images per .zip file with image size of 320 x 320. Do not need high resolution.

•Specify only classifiers you want the result for using the “classifier_id” parameter. 



developer.ibm.com/code
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Difficult Use Cases
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While Watson Visual Recognition is highly flexible, there have been a number of recurring use case that 
we’ve seen the API either struggle on or require significant pre/post-work from the user.

•Face Recognition: Visual Recognition is capable of face detection (detecting the presence of faces) not 
face recognition (identifying individuals).

•Detecting details: Occasionally, users want to classify an image based on a small section of an image or 
details scattered within an image. Because Watson analyzes the entire image when training, it may struggle 
on classifications that depend on small details. Some users have adopted the strategy of breaking the image 
into pieces or zooming into relevant parts of an image.

•Emotion: Emotion classification (whether facial emotion or contextual emotion) is not a feature currently 
supported by Visual Recognition. Some users have attempted to do this through custom classifiers, but this 
is an edge case and we cannot estimate the accuracy of this type of training.



Size Limitations
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There are size limitations for training calls and data:

•The service accepts a maximum of 10,000 images or 100 MB per .zip file

•The service requires a minimum of 10 images per .zip file.

•The service accepts a maximum of 256 MB per training call.

•Minimum recommended size of an image is 32X32 pixels.
There are also size limitations when classifying images or detecting faces:

•Limitations for the methods to classify images: 
• Maximum image size is 10 MB.
• Maximum .zip file size is 100 MB with up to 20 images.

•Limitations for the methods to detect faces: 
• Maximum image size is 10 MB.
• Maximum .zip file size is 100 MB with up to 15 images.



Testing the custom model in UI
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